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Discreteness i  usually defined in terms of topology. In discrete mathematics, however, it was 
sometimes felt that other notions of discreteness should be at hand. We propose the notion of 
discreteness as a fixed point property of a relation. Using relational algebra, we prove formally 
that a strict discrete ordering possesses a (generalized) Hasse-diagram. 
1. Introduction 
A set is equipped with a discrete topology if every subset is an open subset, or 
equivalently, if every subset containing an element x is a neighbourhood of x. 
This definition holds for finite and nonfinite sets. However, this is not precisely 
the notion discrete mathematics is concerned with. In contrast to this, we propose 
the notion of a discrete ordering which is presented in terms of relational algebra. 
In Section 2, chain-discreteness of an ordering relation is introduced considering 
subdivisions of chains. The concept of an abstract relational algebra is presentczd 
in Section 3. Employing these algebraic tools we define discreteness as a tied- 
point property in Section 4. In order to demonstrate that this notion is adequate, 
we show that both notions coincide for concrete strict ordering relations. In 
Section 5, Hasse diagrams (in a generalized sense) of abstract orderings are 
studied. It is shown that discreteness of an ordering is sufficient for the order to be 
reestablished as the transitive (i:losure of the corresponding successor elation. In 
contrast to usual proofs aiming at finite cases, cf. [2], this proof is not constructive. 
2. Discreteness as bounded refineability of &aim 
Given an ordering relation R on a set X, a chain from x to y is an ordered 
sequence (x,, . . . , x,,) with x0=x, x, = y and Xi-l&i for i = 1, . . . , n. The chain 
(xi*), . . . , XL:)) from x to y is said to be finer than the chain (xl,“, . . . , XL,!,)) from x 
to y if n1 C n2 and if there is a strict monotonic mapping 
p:{O ,..., nJ+{O ,..., n2} 
of the index sets such that xi” = xF:i, for all i =O, . . . , nl. 
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Fig. 1. Chain-discrete strict ordering. 
A pair (x, y ) E X x X is said to be discrete with respect to the chain (xg), . . x!,‘) 
from x if there is no infinite sequence chains (xg’, . . . , x$‘), i 3 1, from x 
to y with (xE+“. . . , xt:,“) always finer than (xg’, . . . , xp). The ordering relation 
R is said to be a chain-discrete ordering relation if every pair (x, y) is discrete with 
respect to every chain from x to y. 
Fig. 1 shows an example of a chain-discrete ordering. Note that the sequence of 
natural numbers denoting the lengths of the chains from a to b is unbounded (cf. 
PI). 
The notion of chain-discreteness i  closely related to that of inmediafe succes- 
sors. Given an ordering R, the element y is called an immediate successor of the 
element x if xRy and if there is no element z with xRz and zRy. An element x 
with xRx will never have an immediate successor, so we are primarily concerned 
with strict (it-reflexive) orderings. 
ln the example of Fig. 1 every element x + 6 has immediate successors and 
every element x # a has immediate predecessors. The ordering may be established 
as the transitive closure of the immediate successor elation. 
An example of an ordering which is not chain-discrete is the usual ordering < 
on the set {l/i : i E Z\(O)}. This ordering is not equal to the transitive closure of its 
successor elation. 
3. R.elstioml algebra 
Let the 1-ary operations of frunspmfion ad negation (complementation) be 
denoted by T and -, respectively. Tht Z-at-y composition (multiplication) of 
relations is associative and has, a unit element 1, the identity relation. Composition 
is simply indicated by juxtaposition. 
Some well-known rules concerning relations on a set are 
(RS)T = STRT, RcS H RTcST, R = (RyT. 
R f- z jp* (RvS)~=R~VS~, 
Q~RAS)CQRAQS (A -subdistributivity of composition), 
QRvS)=QRvQS ( v -distributivity of composition), 
R 8~ S 3 RQ c SQ for every relation Q (monotonicity of composition). 
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The theoretical framework for such rules to hold is that of a relational algebra. 
A relational algebra 3 is defined as a complete Boolean lattice with two further 
operations: composition and an involutory transposition. With respect to the 
lattice, we have union v, intersection A, complementation - and an ordering by 
inclusion (subsumption) c . The algebraic operations v, A and the ordering c. of 
the Boolean lattice are related as usual 
R v S = sup(R, S), R A S = inf{R, S). 
The notations on the right are more convenient if supremum or infimum are to be 
taken over an infinite set of relations. The greatest element is the universal 
relation L : = sup 5& the least elemenr the null relation 0 : = inf 3. For every 
relation R E 92 the property R v I? = L is v&d. Inclusion R c S is equivalent with 
EvS=L. 
In [SJ, it is shown that in order to incorporate in this complete Boolean lattice a 
composition and an involutory transposition, only 
RO = 0 for all R, 
the Dedekind rule 
and 
S#O * LSL=L 
need to be postulated. The rules initially mentioned may then be derived. With 
respect to nonfinite situations it is important, that distributivity and sub- 
distributivity remain valid 
Q inf &=inf {QN: NEN}, 
Q supJlr=sup{QN: NEJ\~). 
In general, an algebraic structure fulfilling the axioms introduced above will not 
necessarily conform to the set 9(X XX) of relations on a set X. The following set 
of four relations represented by Boolean 2 x 2 matrices 
for instance, is closed with respect to union, intersection, negation, transposition 
and composition in the usual sense and tur,ls out to be a relational algebra. 
However, it cannot be conceived as the set 9(X ‘r; X) c?f relations on a set X, since 
4 # 2”‘; see also [6]. 
A relationai algebra % consisting of all relations on some set X will sometimes 
be called a concrete relational algebra. If we talk about a chain-discrete ordering., 
we are necessarily concerned with a concrete relational algebra. However, an 
ordering and a discrete ordering (as defined in Section 4) may be elements of a 
non-concrete relational algebra. 
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4. A dationd! notion of discateness 
If in an abstract relational algebra 59 a relation B is given, we consider the 
functional 7B(X). - * B A (BXv XB 1 assigning to every relation X the relation TV. 
The greatest fixedpoint N of this functional will be called the nondiscrete portion 
of B. If N = 0, the relation B is called a discrete relation. 
Since TV: 3 --, 9 is a monotonic mapping of a complete lattice into itself, such 
a fixedpoint N exists. By Tarski’s theorem it may be obtained as N=sup&, 
where 
& *:={RE% RcB and RcBRvRB}={RE~: RITE}. 
It is easily proved that every relation C contained in a discrete relation B is again 
discrete: If SE &, then S belongs to & since by monotonicity 
ScCSvSCcBSvSB and ScCcB 
such that sup .M,- c sup & = 0. 
An element B of a relational algebra is called progressively bounded if 
inf, 2 l B”L = 0, classically spoken, if for every element x there is a number n, such 
that none of the sequences of immediate successors tarting with x is longer than 
n X’ 
If the lengths of the sequences are not bounded but still finite, the relation is 
called progressively finite. A progressively bounded relation is always discrete. To 
show this, we take an arbitrary relation R E J& and prove by induction that 
R c B” for every n 2 1. Therefore, 
R c inf B”L = 0. 
)1 z1 
A progressively finite relation, on the other hand, is not necessarily discrete. 
FW an example see Fig 2. 
In general, discrete relations need not be elements of a concrete relational 
algebra. The following comparison of discreteness and chain-discreteness, how- 
ew-r, is only possible in the usual case since chain-discreteness i a property of 
concrete relations on a set. 
‘&s-em 1. A strict ordering B on Q set .X is discrete if md only if it is 
chain -discrete. 
Proof. Assume that B is a discrete ordering on the set X which is not chain- 
discrete. Then there exist elements x, y E X together with some chailr 
(x = xl:‘. . . . , xi,‘,’ = y ) which admits an infinite sequence 
(X=X]:‘.. . _,X::,‘=y), i>,l, 
of more and more refining chains. From this sequence we construct a relation 
o#~cBcXxX fulfilling RcBRvRB: 
R:={(u,v)EXxX:3k, v, pd+J: l+~p~n,, 
u = x?‘, v = xb”’ with nonfinite set 
(wEXT3p,?rE~:p~k,l~rr~np,w=x~‘,uBw,wBv)) 
Suppose uRv holds and select an arbitrary w. of the nonfinite set. IJsing the 
pigeon-hole principle we deduce that either uRwo or w,Ru (or both); hence 
R c BR v RB. Therefore, B cannot be discrete, which is a contradiction. 
Conversely, if B is not discrete, there is some relation N+ 0 with N c B and 
N c BN vNB. If we take some x, y E X with xNy, we have in addition xBNy or 
xNBy and we may conclude from the definition of composition of relations that 
there is an element z such that xBz and zNy or XNZ and zBy, respectively. The 
existence of an infinite sequence of refining chains can thus be shown by 
induction. 0 
5. llBfscmteness ad the existence of Hasse diagrams 
The purpose of this section is to show that discreteness thus defined is suflicient 
to express an ordering relation by its corresponding successor relation. The main 
characteristic of this successor relation is that it is ‘nowhere transitive’. We 
convert this property into a relational definition. The investigations of this section 
are not restricted to elements of a concrete relational algebra.> 
Given an arbitrary relation B E 92, we define HB : = B ~9 to be the intransitive 
part of B. If B = H&, in which case B is transitive, the relation I& is called the 
Hasse diagram of B. 
If an ordering B posj;essps aHasse diagram, it is a strict ordering. This is proved 
starting with 
B=H&=H,vH+,H,=H,vBII,. 
Now we have Hs c z since obviously IA B c B’. Finally, BH, c f follows from 
BH, A I c (B A IH:)( HB A B*Z) 
and Hg~BT= 0, which in turn is a consequence of 
HB~BT =BAB~AB*=(B~IAB)AB 
~(B*ABI~(~ABB)ABZCBB~~B~CBBABZ=~. 
Note that not every strict ordering possesses a Hasse diagram, e.g. the real 
numbers with their strict ordering. 
On the other hand, if § is any relation with S c B = S+, it is easily proved that 
HBcS. Denoting R:-H,d, we have RcB, Rd and 
-- 
Rd?=BS+cSS+. 
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resulting in R = 0 and H, c S. Therefore, Hasse diagrams may be uniquely 
characterized as smallest relations contained in B, the transitive closure of which is 
equal to B. 
As a first result we prove the following lemma. 
knma. The intersectim of an arbitrary relation B with the complement of the 
transiti*,t closure of the intransitive part of B is contained in the nondiscrete portion 
of B, i.e. 
BAH&&. 
Proof. Clearly B AE c B. Subdividing B with respect o hi; and G we obtain 
B’=[(BAH;)v(BA~,]* 
since l-l;, is transitive by definition. Therefore, 
!?“A@$ B(=A B’h&&.B)B 
and the result follows from 
BAH,‘,-BAGAR: 
= BA(&B’)AE 
==[(BA&v(BAB*?]A@ 
~B-?A%. Cl 
This Ixmma contains the technical p:krt sf the proof of the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. Every discrete ordering possesses a Hcwse diagram. 
Proof. Obviously IfA c B + = B as a consequence of HB c B. Putting together the 
Lemma and the discreteness condition, we obtain B AGO sup AB = 0, or equi- 
vakntly B c If;. 0 
‘1 IL converse of Theorem 2 is not true. In Fig. 2, the Hasse diagram of a strict 
ordering is shown. However, this ordering is ni)t discrete, since there is a sequence 
of chains (0, i. i - 1. . . . , !), i 2 1, one of which is a refinement of the other 
Hy applying B = R + txn H, = B A BB’ holds. Sometimes transitively ir- 
reducible kernels (CC. [l, LiT;i and bases (cf. 144, of arbitrary relations are studied 
which do not necessarily exist, nor are uniquely defined. A (transitive) discrete 
relation cannot contain circuits, i.e. B’c i, irl this (:ase therefore, the notion of 
Discn%e or&ring relations 
Fig. 2. Hasse diagram of a nondiscrete strict ordering. 
the Hasse diagram generalizes that of the transitively irreducible kernel (cf. [3, 
Theorem 1 n. 
It sdems to be interesting to find out how the existence of the transitively 
irreducible kernel for nonfinite relations depends on the discreteness of the 
relations. 
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